
Extreme Kids & Crew
Movement Classes, Spring 2017

Mindful Movement: Saturdays, 12:00 am – 12:45 am
Red Hook Space: 71 Sullivan Street, Brooklyn, NY 

April 1th – June 17th



– April 1

– April 8 

– April 22

– April 29

– May 6 

– May 13

– May 20

– June 3

– June 10

– June 17

CLASS DATES

Please note:

• There will be no class on Saturday, April 15 or May 27.
• In the event that we need to cancel a class, we will schedule a 

make up day for June 24.



Extreme Kids is located at 71 Sullivan Street in 
Brooklyn, marked on the map with a green arrow. We 

can park on the streets that are highlighted red and the 
bus stop is marked with a blue X.

To get to Extreme Kids, we will either drive in the car or 
take the B61 bus. 



This is 71 Sullivan Street or PS 15. 

It’s a school! 

We will go through the bright red doors and head 
straight up the stairs and to the security desk.



We’ll head past the 
security desk, down to the 
end of this hallway. When 
we get to red doors at the 

end, we will turn left.  

Sometimes there are kids 
playing games and talking 

in this hallway. 

We can wave hello to 
them on our way to 

Extreme Kids.



On your right hand side will be Room 133. 
We made it!

Welcome to Extreme Kids—come on in!



When we get inside Extreme Kids, we will take off our shoes.

We will say hello to our friends and teachers and then we 
can go into the gym while we wait for class to start!

It is ok to play 
while we wait, but 
once our teachers 
come in we will 
put on our 
listening ears and 
follow their 
directions!



Our grown ups will take class with us at Extreme Kids--they 
will play, stretch, and move along with what we do! 

Bring your stretchy pants, caregivers!



Part of having fun 
together is always 
being gentle with 
our friends’ bodies.

What does being 
gentle look like 
when you do it? 



We will get excited, 
but in class we 
always use our 

inside voices. 

What does an inside 
voice sound like?



Music class can be loud. We can also borrow 
headphones from Extreme Kids if we want!



When Jolene comes into the 
gym and ask us to sit in a 

circle on the mat, it means 
that class is starting. 

We will first take a moment to 
say hello to all of our friends. 

Then we will warm up our 
bodies by moving each part 
one at a time. We will think 
about the shapes our bodies 
make as we dance and move.



In class, we will play games and stretch our bodies. 

Sometimes we will be silly and move around 
a lot. Other times we will practice calming 

our bodies down together. 



Each week, we will get to act out stories together! 

Jolene will tell us a 
story and we will all 

get to act it out 
with our bodies. 

Our friend here is 
pretending to be a 
mouse in his hole.



Soon, it will be time to play with props. Jolene will 
show us how to play with fun new toys. I wonder 
what they will bring today!

We’ll listen carefully 
for the directions for 
how to use these toys!



We will finish our class with quiet time. This when 
we will all work on getting very calm.

There are lots of 
ways to calm our 

bodies, but during 
this time we will 

listen to quiet 
music and take 

very deep breaths.  



At the end of class, it will be time for free play in the 
gym. We will have 10 minutes to make our own 

choices about what to play.

Once our ten minutes are up, we will say good-bye to 
the gym and go put on our shoes and coats.



What a fun day we had in Mindful Movement!!


